Simcenter Flomaster
for oil and gas systems
Designing thermofluid systems for efficiency
while still engineering for safety
Benefits
• Design out pressure surges while
sizing pipes, pumps and valves
for all operating scenarios
• Investigate the effects of fluid
deterioration and temperature
• Size components to ensure the
required flow rates and pressure
drops
• Ensure safe operating 		
temperatures under varying
environmental conditions

Summary
Simcenter™ Flomaster™ software from
Siemens Digital Industries Software
is a thermofluid system simulation tool
that allows engineers to design, optimize, validate and troubleshoot oil and
gas system designs. The wide range of
solver capabilities and supplied loss and
performance data enables users to build
models and run simulations quicker and
more easily than ever before.

The need to design safe, reliable 		
and efficient systems across a
range of conditions is of paramount
importance in the oil and gas industry.
Simcenter Flomaster provides oil and
gas system engineers with a powerful
tool to investigate pressure surge, 		
pressure drop, flow rate, temperature
and system response times – removing
the uncertainty from fluid flow systems.
Injection systems
With many wells requiring a large 		
capital investment for equipment, 		
it is common to use injection 		
systems to prolong the life of the 		
well and improve oil recovery by over
30 percent. Using Simcenter Flomaster,
which is part of the Xcelerator™ portfolio, the comprehensive and integrated
portfolio of software and services from
Siemens Digital Industries Software,

• Greatly reduce engineering
time spent preparing models
and searching for results

siemens.com/simcenter
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Simcenter Flomaster for oil and gas
systems
Features
• Incompressible, compressible and
two-phase solver for both steady
state and transient
• Advanced pipe models for non-Newtonian flows and viscoelastic pipes
• 3D CAD and GIS import tools
• Productivity tools for balancing flows,
sizing components and linking with
other tools
• Visual physics to quickly and easily
understand system behavior

engineers can evaluate the performance
of many design configurations to
ensure optimum well pressure while
keeping the system under maximum
operating pressure even during
“water hammer” conditions such as an
emergency shutdown or operator error.
Pressure relief systems
When dealing with gas systems it 		
is critical to incorporate pressure
relief systems to ensure safe operation
and prevent possible system failure or
significant downtime. With Simcenter
Flomaster, you can analyze the pressure
flow relationship in the system,
accounting for full compressibility 		
of the gas in either steady state or 		
transient. You can use the integrated
Simcenter Flomaster Flow Balancing

module to size components such as
orifices to produce a specified mass
flow rate while also understanding
critical system limitations such as
choked flow.
Thermal systems
Effective thermal management of large
complex process plants is essential
but maintaining the safe and efficient
operation of these systems can be a
constant challenge. Whether analyzing
utility streams that are constantly
operating, such as preheating of raw
materials or designing standby systems
such as a backup system that provides
emergency cooling water, you can
leverage Simcenter Flomaster to 		
help ensure these systems operate 		
as intended.
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Loading and unloading systems
It can be demanding to transfer oil,
natural gas, liquefied natural gas
(LNG) or other products from offshore
platforms, floating production storage
and offloading (FPSOs) or storage 		
vessels to the shore. Simcenter
Flomaster provides users with the 		
ability to size components exactly 		
to facilitate the required flow rates
and pressure drops, enabling tieback
systems to meet the reliability, safety
and transfer rates required and to 		
minimize costly downtime.

Pipeline and distribution systems
The safe and efficient transportation
of oil and natural gas through large
transmission pipelines requires
engineers to use a tool such as
Simcenter Flomaster to account for
the wide range of operating conditions.
The ability to understand the effects
of significant elevation change in long
pipelines is critical for pumping station
design and locating high point valves
(HPVs). For both on and offshore 		
conditions it is crucial to ensure the
required operating temperature and
pressure can be maintained. Detailed
heat transfer models help reflect the
pipeline systems and environments in
which they reside to simulate expected
behavior.
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